
Automotive power inverters & electrical accessories.

140 -watt
power inverter-
ideal for smaller
appliances
Great for traveling. Just plug the
inverter into vehicle's socket and
plug a small AC appliance into

inverter. Rated 140 watts continuous-ideal for shavers,
small TVs, notebook computers and battery chargers.
22-145 69.99

Statpower® 50W
power inverter
NOTEpowere 50. Excellent
for operating or recharging
cellular or PCS telephones,
camcorders and notebook PCs

from your vehicle's lighter socket.
980-0875 59.99
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inverter of choice for operating small microwaves and small

appliances from any 12V battery source. With 1500W of
output power, the Portawattz 1750 model can power hair
dryers, toasters and large microwaves.
Portawattz 1000. 980-0710 399.99
Portawattz 1750. 980-0711 599.99

High -power DC to
AC inverters
Portawattz® 1000 & 1750
inverters. The 1000W model is the

Mounti
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(1) Universal mount bracket.
With three pairs of brackets,
support strap and hardware.
270-023 3 99

(2) Underdash mounting
bracket. Attach a car stereo, CD
player or equalizer to dashboard.
Adjustable from 0 to 9 inches.
270-011 3 99

(3) Auto sound knobs. Fit "D"
and split shafts. Set includes 2
inner and 2 outer knobs. Matte
black. 274-425 199
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(4) Selector switch. Switch
speakers between a separate
stereo tape player and a radio. 8
ohms. 900-8657 5 99

(5) Speaker fader control.
Balance your front and rear
speakers. 900-8658 8 99
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300 -watt

inverter powers
larger devices
Same functions as #22-145 at
left, but can power larger AC
appliances such as a TV and
VCR together or a computer.
Provides up to 300 watts of

continuous power and handles surges up to 600 watts.
22-146 99.99
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Statpower®
75W power
inverter
NOTEpower® 75. Ideal

for operating or recharging notebook computers,
cellular telephones and camcorders from your vehicle's
lighter socket. Handles up to 75 watts continuous.
980-0876 89.99
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PROsine® 1000 &
1800 inverters
True sine wave output for
top-quality picture and sound
in battery -operated audio and

video applications. Detachable LCD display panel.

PROsine® 1000. 1000 watts continuous power.
980-0873 859.99
PROsine® 1800. 1800 watts continuous power.
980-0872 1349.99
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(6) 5 -pin car stereo plug. Fits Realistic®, earlier
model Optimus',. 12" leads.
930-0678 2 49

(7) 18 -ft. cable assembly. 5 -pin plug, fuse holder,
18 -ft. leads for two speakers.
930-0677 4 49
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Powerful

600 -watt power
inverter
Converts vechicle DC intc
600 watts AC-operates a
small microwave oven,
power tool, lighting, or other

devices. Low -battery alarm and auto shutdown help
avoid overuse of vehicle's battery. Reverse polarity
protection. 1000W peak power with high -surge
current capability to start TV, motors and other
inductive loads. Overload and short-circuit protection
with auto reset function. Three AC outlets. Includes
mounting bracket and screws. 22-140 149.99
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Step-down 24VDC to
12VDC power converter
Add 12V accessories to heavy trucks that
have a 24VDC power supply.

12 -amp. 980-0765 99.99
20 -amp. 980-0874 129.99
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Produces 5000 watts
continuously, enough to
operate many applications
simultaneously. Can also

operate heavy-duty loads like electric lawn mowers
and circular saws. 980-0712 899.99

_Noise filters
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(8) 10 -amp noise filter.
Reduces noise and interference
entering through 12VDC power
lead. 270-051 14.99

(9) 20 -amp noise filter.
Heavy-duty for extra suppression
of alternator and ignition noise.
270-055 19.99

(10) Noise eliminator kit.
Includes filter choke, capacitor,
instructions. 270-030 3 99

(11) Car stereo antenna
noise filter. Eliminates electrical
noise from antenna lead.
RSU 11536661 16.99

(12) Ground loop isolator. Helps eliminate
electrical noise and hum caused by ground loops.
Installs between head unit and EQ or amp. 1/8" jack
adapter for use with portable CD player.
270-054 14.99

RED NUMBERS AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our
stores or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


